Welcome and logistics

Fourth LHC LLP Workshop @ Nikhef
Science Park, Amsterdam, 23-25 October 2018

Carlos, on behalf of the local organisers
(llp2018-nikhef@cern.ch)
Registration

- Registration desk in **front of the room** on Tue and Wed mornings.
- If you do not make it on time → **let us know!**
- Badges will be provided to each participant.
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Registration and payments

- Registration desk in front of the room on Tue and Wed mornings.
- If you do not make it on time → let us know!
- Badges will be provided to each participant.

- Invoices will be prepared for all the participants.
- Your institution likes numbers? Special requests? → let us know!
- Invoices for the workshop dinner can be also prepared.
Talks

- All the speakers - please upload your slides the evening before your talk.
- Remote speakers - let us share your slides!
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To leave Science Park after 19h - call security @ main gate interphone and mention the workshop.
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Questions?
Enjoy Amsterdam!
Enjoy Amsterdam!

... and the workshop!